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Abstract: The present literatures have not analyzed the influence of satellite忆 s physical parameters
changing with the temperature on its infrared feature. First, the theoretical calculation models of the
satellite忆s temperature field were established. Second, the calculation method of the satellite忆s temperature
field was deduced with the use of the finite element method (FEM) when physical parameters of solar
panels changed with the temperature. Third, the calculation models of the satellite忆 s infrared radiant
emittance and its infrared radiant intensity were established. Finally, the influence of physical parameters
of solar panels changing with the temperature on the surface temperature, infrared feature and the spatial
distributions of infrared radiation intensities in 3-6 滋m band and in 6-16 滋m band of the satellite were
calculated and analyzed. The research results of this paper have referential value on the improving
calculation precision of infrared feature and infrared detecting of spatial targets.
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太阳翼物性参数对卫星红外特性的影响

吴晓迪，黄超超，王一程，杨 华

（1. 电子工程学院 安徽省红外与低温等离子体重点实验室，安徽 合肥 230037；
2. 脉冲功率激光技术国家重点实验室(电子工程学院)，安徽 合肥 230037）

摘 要院针对现有文献在卫星红外特性研究时忽略其物性参数随温度变化对红外特性的影响，首先建
立了卫星温度场的理论计算模型；然后利用有限元法进一步推导了卫星太阳翼的物性参数随温度变

化时卫星温度场的求解方法；接着建立了卫星红外辐射出射度与红外辐射强度空间分布的计算模型；

最后计算分析了太阳翼物性参数随温度变化对自身温度和红外特性以及对卫星整体在 3~6 滋m 和
6~16 滋m两个波段红外辐射强度空间分布的影响。文章的研究结果对于提高空间目标红外特性的计
算精度以及空间目标的红外探测具有参考价值。
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0 Introduction

With the extension of the military combat range,
the amount of spatial targets increases rapidly.
Infrared d etecting has become an effective method for
detecting spatial targets[1-2]. Thus analysis of infrared feature
forspatial targetshasgreatvalue and significanc[ 3 -5 ]. Taking
a satellite as the research object, the present literatures
have not analyzed the influence of satellite忆 s physical
parameters changing with the temperature on its
infrared feature [4-5]. So the theoretical calculation models
are built up for a satellite忆 s temperature field and
further the calculation method of the temperature field
is deduced with the use of FEM when physical
parameters of its solar panels change with the
temperature, as well as the influence of physical
parameters of solar panels changing with the
temperature on the surface temperature and the infrared
radiation feature of the satellite is analyzed in detail.

员 Heat balance equations and solving
process with the use of FEM

In Fig.1, the three-dimensional sectional view of
the satellite is sketched. ls and ds are the length of
side and the thickness of the satellite忆 s body. lc1 and
lc2 are the length and the width of the solar panel. dc

is the thickness of the solar panel. 1 and 2 are the
outer interface and the inner interface of the satellite.
The structural parameters are: ls =1 m袁 ds =0.01 m袁
lc1=4 m袁 lc2=1 m袁 dc =0.01 m.

Fig.1 Sectional view of the satellite

The heat exchan ge of the satellite in orbit only
consists of heat conduction and thermal radiation. The

three -dimensional heat conduction process of the
satellite is got by Eq.(1), where is the material density
of the satellite, c is the specific heat, k is the thermal
conductivity, T is the temperature and t is the time.

c 坠T坠t = 坠坠x (k 坠T坠x )+ 坠坠y (k 坠T坠y )+ 坠坠z (k 坠T坠y ) (1)

The boundary condition on outer interface 1 of
the satellite is got by Eq.(2), where n1x, n1y, n1z are the
x, y, z axial cosine components of the outward unit
normal, the subscript 1 of n denotes 1, is solar
radiation absorptivity, is infrared emissivity, is
photoelectric transformation efficiency of solar battery.
If outer interface of the satellite is not the solar
battery, equals 0. Ts is the temperature of the spatial
background. ES, ESE and EE are solar heat flux, earth
albedo heat flux and earth heat flux, which the
satellite gets, and the calculation methods for them
can be got in literatures[6].

(k 坠T坠x n1x+k 坠T坠y n1y+k 坠T坠z n1z)| 1
=(琢ES +琢ESE )(1- )+

着EE +着滓(T4
s -T4

) (2)

The boundary condition on inner interface F2 of the
satellite is got by Eq.(3), where qnet is the net radiation
density which can be got by Gebhart method, qinner is
radiation density of the inner heat source.

(k 坠T坠x n2x+k 坠T坠y n2y+k 坠T坠z n2z)| 2
=qnet +qinner (3)

Discretizing the solution domain into a number of
finite elements and using the weighted residual
method, one can obtain finite element matrix equation
of heat conduction process with boundary conditons in
the global solution domain. In the finnite element
matrix equation of Eq.(4), [C] is heat capacity matrix,
[K] is heat conductivity matrix, {P} is load vector,

{T} is the nodal temperature vector, {T觶 } is the vector
of nodal temperature derivative with respect to time.

[C]{T觶 } +[C](T)]{T}={P} (4)
Eq.(4) suppose the satellite忆s physical parameters

do not change with the temperature, such as the specific
heat and the thermal conductivity k. In fact, these
parameters always change with the temperature. So the
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finite element matrix equation should be Eq.(5), where
the heat capacity matrix [C(T)] and the heat conductivity
matrix [K(T)] change with the temperature.

[C(T)]{T觶 }+[K(T)]{T}={P} (5)
With the use of the interpolation method, one can

obtain Eq. (6), where the subscript n and n +1 denote

the time tn and tn+1, Nn=(tn+1-t)/驻t, Nn+1=(t-tn)/驻t, N觶 n=-

1/驻t, N觶 n+1=-1/驻觶 t, 驻t=tn+1-tn.
[C(T)]抑Nn[Cn]+Nn+1[Cn+1]

{T觶 }抑N觶 n{Tn}+N觶 n+1{Tn+1}
[K(T)]{T}抑Nn([Kn]{Tn}+Nn+1[Kn+1]{Tn+1})

{P}抑Nn{Pn}+Nn+1{Pn+1} (6)
With the use of Eq.(6) and the weighted residual

method, one can get Eq.(7) from Eq.(5).
[Cn ]
驻t + [Cn+1 ]

驻t - [Cn ]
驻t +[Kn+1 ]蓸 蔀蓸 蔀 {Tn+1 } =

[Cn ]
驻t + [Cn+1 ]

驻t - [Cn ]
驻t蓸 蔀 -[Kn ](1- )蓸 蔀 {Tn }+

{Pn }(1- )+{Pn+1 } (7)

With the use of the Galerkin method and the
iterative method, the temperature field of the satellite
can be got from Eq.(7). In the calculation process the
value of is 2/3.

2 IR radiation feature calculation

The infrared radiant emittance MdAi of the satellite忆s

surface differential area dAi, which consists of the self
radiant emittance MdAi,s and the reflected radiant emitt-

ance MdAi , r , is got by Eq.(8). The calculation methods of

MdAi,s and MdAi,r can be obtained from the literature[7].

MdAi =MdA i ,s +MdA i ,r (8)

Figure 2 shows the coordinate system in which
IR radiant intensity of the satellite is calculated. The
orthogonal axes respectively have the same directions
with the corresponding axes in the geocentric
equatorial inertial coordinate system.

The satellite is assumed to be diffusing grey body.
IR radiant intensity of the satellite in the direction

indicated by IR and IR can be got by Eq.(9).

I
IR IR
越

N

i = 1
移( 1仔 MdA i ,S dA i )(n赞 dA i

窑n赞
IR IR

)+

N

i = 1
移( 1仔 MdA i ,r dA i )(n赞 dA i

窑n赞
IR IR

) (9)

where the sub script i denotes the index of partitioned

surface elements of the satellite, n赞 dA i
is the outward

unit normal vector of the surface differential area dA i ,

n赞
IR IR

is the outward unit normal v ector and n赞
IR IR

=
{sin IRcos IR袁sin IRsin IR,cos IR}.

Fig.2 IR radiant intensity calculation

3 Numerical results and discussions

In Fig.1, the satellite is three -axis stabilized
which is in the sun-synchronous orbit. 依y surfaces are
radiating surfaces and the others are covered with the
multi -layer heat -barrier material. 依x axis points to
motion direction of the satellite and 依z axis points to
geocenter. The obverse side of solar panels which has
cell battery is always oriented towards the sun in the
sunshine and towards the space in the earth忆 s
shadow. The satellite orbit period is divided into 600
intervals. The orbit parameters and the physical
parameters of the satellite忆 s body can be obtained
from the literature [8]. The temperature distribution
and infrared feature of the satellite忆 s body has been
also calculated and analyzed in the same literature, so
in this paper the influence of physical parameters of
solar panels changing with the temperature on its
surface temperature, infrared feature and the spatial
distributions of infrared radiation intensities in 3-6 滋m
band and in 6 -16 滋m band of the satellite is mainly
calculated and analyzed. The physical parameters of
solar panels changing with the temperature are: k =
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(0.002 1T +0.2 6)W/(m窑K), c =(2.87 T +68)J/(kg窑K),
=(15.8 -0.068t)% , t is the Celsius temperature of

solar panels忆 cell battery. The other properties can be
also got in the literature [8].

In Fig.3, (a) is the surface temperature of solar
panel of which the physical parameters change with the
temperature. (b) is the temperature difference between
the solar panel in this paper and the solar panel of
which the physical parameters do not change with the
temperature in the literature [8]. As shown in Fig.3,
physical parameters which change with the temperature
have influence on the temperature of solar panel. In the
most time of satellite orbit period, the temperature of
solar panel of which the physical parameters change is
higher. The temperature difference of the inverse side is
greater than the obverse side忆s.

Fig.3 Surface temperature and temperature difference of solar panel

In Fig.4, (a1 ) and (a2) are infrared radiant
exitances of solar panel of which the physical
parameters change with the temperature in 3 -6 滋m
band and 6-16 滋m band, (b1) and (b2) are radiant
exitance differences in two IR bands. As shown in
(a1) and (a2) of Fig.4, the radiant exitances of
inverse side in two IR bands descend suddenly when
the satellite leaves the earth忆 s shadow area and just
comes into the sunshine area. This is because in the
earth忆 s shadow area the inverse side is always
towards the earth and reflects much earth radiation, but

in the sunshine area the inverse side isn忆 t towards the
earth and reflects less earth radiation because of the
obverse side which has cell b attery always orienting
towards the sun at the moment. By the same token, the
reason of the inverse side忆 s infrared radiant exitances
rising suddenly when the satellite leaves the sunshine

area and just comes into the earth忆s shadow area is the
inverse side reflecting more earth radiation in the earth忆s
shadow area than ones in the sunshine area. As shown in
(b1) and (b2) of Fig.4, one can find radiant exitances in
two IR bands are enhanced in the most time of satellite

Fig.4 Radiant exitances and radiant exitance differences

of solar panel in two IR bands
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Fig.5 Spatial distributions of radiant intensities and radiant

intensities differences of satellite in two IR bands

orbit period and the radiant exitance difference in 6-16 滋m
band is greater than the one in 3-6 滋m band.

In Fig.5, (a1) is the spatial distribution of radiant
intensity in 3 -6 滋m band of the satellite at the 435th
interval of the satellite爷s orbit period. At this moment
the radiant intensity difference in 3-6 滋m band is the
greatest. As shown in (b1), the greatest difference is
6.348 3 W/sr. (a2) is the spatial distribution of radiant
intensity in 6 -16 滋m band at the 448th interval. The
radiant intensity difference in 6-16滋m band is the greatest
at preasent and the greatest difference is 32.595 0 W/sr
which is shown in (b2).

源 Conclusions
According to the calculation results, one can find

that physical parameters of solar panels changing with
the tem perature have the influence on the surface
temperature, infrared feature and the spatial distributions
of infrared radiation intensities in 3-6 滋m band and in
6-16滋m band. The influence on the infrared feature of
the satellite in 6-16 滋m band is more distinct than the
one in 3 -6 滋m band. So in the calculation of spatial
targets忆 infrared feature the influence on their infrared
feature which is caused by physical parameters changing
with the temperature should be analyzed. The research
results of this paper have referential value on the
improving calculation precision of infrared feature and
infrared detecting of spatial targets.
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